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will; she will one day give the law in the house you would
have turned her out of."
Indeed, so much did Rachel profit by the untiring lessons
of this excellent teacher, that her detractors have thence taken
occasion to say that without him. she would never have at-
tained her high eminence in art. They have asserted that
Rachel was, after all, but an echo of her professors—a clear,
sonorous, magnificent echo certainly, but still only an echo.
It would be absurd to assert that the splendid terrors of
that queenly brow, the impassioned accents of those eloquent
lips, now full of piercing irony, now quivering with suppressed
rage, are due to mechanical precision, to careful imitation.
No, the deniers of her genius dare not go so far; they allow
that she understands the scope and design of that which she
so readily executes, but they will not allow that her concep-
tion is innate. They explain her extraordinary performance
by her wonderful memory, and insist that she is entirely in-
debted to her power of retaining and classifying in systematic
order the different effects that have been pointed out to her,
using them with accurate precision just where they are re-
quired. To use the words of one of these iconoclasts, she
should be regarded only as an instrument, but an instrument
gifted with a soul, which, in the absence of the skillful hand
that draws forth its sweetness, re-echoes the harmonious note
that hand had once awakened. They averred that, alone and
unaided, she was wholly destitute of creative power, and like
a diamond lost in the darkdess, that awaits a foreign light to
throw forth its own rays. The most incredulous of these
skeptics allowed, however, that she possessed a wonderful
organization of the larynx, and attributed to it the transcend-
ent effects she produced. In proof of this incapacity to cre-
ate, they alleged that every new part she appeared in had been
carefully, indefatigably conned over with Sanson, line by line,
word by word, from the first to the last verse; every attitude,
gesture, and intonation studied, weighed, and regulated, the
hand of art guiding this fine but nearly blind intelligence.
All this may in a measure be true; but that Rachel had
immense native genius is no less so; and the-fact that art had
to be called in to guide and maintain it in the true road, that

